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Declaration on the loss of the Israel passport #20672278
I am an Israeli citizen, ID310295142, born 18 August 1935 in Moscow (USSR), immigrated in
Istael on July 26, 1992. For about 40 years I have been engaged in an independent research in
System Theory and Theoretical Physics and obtained results of great importance for modern science
and of vital importance for the destiny of civilization, of the Jewish people in particular (see for
example my online article, Chosen People: http://kvisit.com/SxeH1Aw, proposed to Haaretz).
On May 27, 2018, I visited Athens to take part at the ATINER International Conference in
Philosophy (Hotel Titania). The abstract of my report can be seen in the ATINER Book of Abstracts
(Philosophy 2018), online: www.atiner.gr/philosophy; 2018, page 33. On May 29, I met Dr.
Gregory Papanikos, President of the ATINER, and discussed with him the prospect of our scientific
cooperation. It was only on May 30, on my way back to Israel, that I found my documents and
money (my above Israel Passport, the Immigration Certificate and about 150 Euro) having been
stolen, supposedly at the above hotel. The Border Police provided me with an official document
confirming that fact and enabling me to return to Israel.
May 31, I visited the Ministry of Immigration and the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Israel to
restore my above documents. On July 3, I received modern biometric documents (Passport and ID
card) of a very poor quality and a deliberately distorted signature. The same month, because of that
deliberate distortion of my official documents, I appealed to the Supreme Court of Justice of Israel,
but in vain.
In several months the Israel Embassy in Greece informed me on the phone that all my above stolen
documents had, allegedly, been found. In some time I received a parcel containing however only my
stolen Immigration Certificate, with no passport. So I suspect my above Israel passport, supposedly
found, was stolen again, most likely during its postal delivery to the administration of my hostel.
As the hostel is controlled thoroughly by the Russian Intelligence agents, waging an omnipresent
secret war against me since my emigration from Russia, I suspect that both above thefts were
committed by the same Russian gang, surprisingly, in full cooperation with the Israel security and
authority.
In this connection, taking into account that I am now morally oblidged to proceed with my world
mission and keep reporting and discussing it at international conferences, where the state of my
official documents is of primary concern, would you please take all possible measures to find my
above stolen Israel passport, its copy attached, and instruct the Interior to check up the velidity of
my current bio-documents.
Yours sincerely,
Igor Makarov (Candidate of Science in Technology, 1965, approximately, PhD)
P.O. Box 44436, Haifa 3144401, Israel
Tel/fax; 04 822 1997; phone: 054 785 6170
Email: igor1935makarov@gmail.com
Attachment: copy of my lost passport:

